Nerve cell rearrangement in neocortical layers of MAM treated foetal mice.
In this study we examined the changes in cortical layers when Methylazoxymethanol-acetate (MAM) was injected on 13th, 15th and 17th day of gestation (MAM13, MAM15, MAM17). Prenatal MAM administration prevents neuron precursor proliferation; the subsequent cell number decrease is followed by an increase in size of surviving cells. When MAM was injected on 13th or 15th day of gestation the significant decrease in cell density, in II and III zone (MAM13) and in the upper layers (MAM15), was compensated by a proportional increase in cell size and synaptic density. When MAM was injected on 17th embryonal day it did not cause a significant change in the neuron density and soma size was not altered while the distribution of cell size among layers showed significant differences with respect to the controls. Our findings of some area and synaptic density show that the cell surface increase is proportional to the decrease in cell number and that in the surviving cells there is a rearrangement in synaptic connections that compensate for the cellular density decrease.